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Lenten Collection
Before Easter, our Lenten
Collection was for Prostate
Cancer UK with an Own
Clothes Day which raised over
£1,100 from students and
staff. Alongside this, Tyler in
8B made cakes to sell to raise
money for the collection.

More Cake!

You can see in the pictures
Tyler, with some classmates
and his produce, raising
funds to participate still
further in the collection.
Tyler raised over £50 from
students for the collection,
Well Done Tyler!

In September the school
held it’s MacMillan Cake
Day Staff then raised a
further £300 by eating cake!
Jack in 8F whose family was
affected by cancer this year,
set up his own mini-cake
stall after school and raised
£34 for MacMillan Cancer
Support by selling cakes to
students after school.This
amount brought the total
raised to over £425!
Well Done Jack!

Our exam results in August
2019 prove once again, that
our students’ achievements are
well above national averages.
Our students get great GCSE
results but they are much more
than names in a spreadsheet
- they are unique individuals
unconditionally loved by God.

National Bible Essay Winner!
In October, we were very
happy to welcome back to
St Columba’s Mrs Joanna
Bogle, Chair of Christian
Projects to present awards to
students who had been highly
commended in the Bible
Essay Competition.
Even more impressive, the
entry from Thomas now in
9B, won first prize in the
National Bible Essay Competition,
an essay based on selected
passages from the Bible that
all Yr 8 students wrote as
their set homework project
in the summer term.
In December I had the
pleasure of accompanying
Thomas and his parents

Message from
the Head Teacher
Another happy and successful
year at St Columba’s!

to the House of Lords to
collect his prize as Thomas
explains;“The reward was to have a
tour of the places where visitors could
go and then have tea in the House of
Lords with some lovely pastries. The
tour was fantastic, the architecture
was amazing and the building huge.
The lobby was full of paintings of all
the Lords in different corners”.

The Ofsted inspection in
January 2019 judged the
school to be “Good” and they
said “You and your governors aim to
provide a highly inclusive education
in which every pupil is ‘supported and
challenged to achieve his best’. The
Catholic values you hold are evident
in the safe and welcoming community
the school has become.” When
the inspectors asked parents
if they would recommend
St Columba’s to other families,
the overwhelming majority said
that they would.

Thomas was awarded his
prizes by Baroness Cox
in one of the Committee
Rooms for his essay based on
the angels announcing the
birth of Christ (Luke 2:4-20).
Well done to Thomas and
our other runners up who
all received book prizes.
Mr Shoebridge
Head of RE

At the beginning of another
academic year, it’s good to look
back in this Reflection on last
year and remember just how
much was achieved by students
and the contributions they made
to our community.
Thomas being presented with his prize
in the Committee Room,watched by
Mrs Bogle (right)

St Columba’s and Shenstone waving goodbye as one
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Nigel Fisher
Head Teacher

Taster Days

Rumpelstiltskin Theatre Trip
Following a very successful
trip for Year 8 to their
Headquarters in September,
Bloomberg
were
so
impressed with our students
that they sponsored a
theatre trip for thirty
St Columba’s Students in
December.

The
RE
Ambassadors
chose students from the
St Ambrose Suite (SAS)
to go with them. BBC
Young
Reporters
were
also chosen for giving up
their time to attend and
report on the Careers
Conference in December.

RE
Ambassadors
were
chosen to go for giving up
their time every other week
during Friday lunchtime
to provide ‘student voice’ and
feedback about what is going
well in RE lessons and what
might be done to further
improve them. The Yr 10 RE
Ambassadors also represent
the school at Diocesan Youth
meetings and are training to
be Eucharist ministers.

“We travelled to the Queen
Elizabeth Hall at the
Southbank Centre in London
to see a performance of
Rumpelstiltskin.

“Bloomberg were very generous.
They gave each student a card
each, ice cream and water during
the interval and paid for the
tickets.”
Ms Holbrook
Every actor and actress
captivated the room – they
left us in awe of such acting
prowess. The actors surprised
us all when the baby started
singing - rock and roll style!
“Loved it when the baby ripped
out his dummy and started
rock and rolling.”
Jacob Yr 7

We left school and caught a
bus then the train to Waterloo
East and walked from there
to the Theatre. Our students
represented
the
school
brilliantly, and didn’t put a
foot wrong.

The performance finished
at 4pm, and we departed
with smiles on our faces. As

we left the auditorium, we
were presented with a card
each with a £10 Amazon
voucher and a handwritten
message, wishing us a
Merry Christmas. The gift
from
Bloomberg
were
extraordinarily kind, giving
us something to talk about
on the way home!
Special thanks should be
given to Mr Barry for
organising the trip and
Ms Holbrook, Ms Cox,
Mrs Pearce and Mrs Jones for
allowing us all to get away
from the rush of school life
to be relaxed, amused and
entertained for the day.”

Mrs Teji welcoming pupils in July

Pupils from Barrington and Christchurch (Erith) in the
library as the day starts

by Michael Yr 10
and Luca Yr 8

Mr Eldridge with helpers, Jim,Tom, Malachy and Isaac

Pupils from Barnehurst Junior School undertaking flame tests

Birchwood Aquarium Visit
As part of our ongoing social and communication programme
within the SAS (St Ambrose Suite), we went to Birchwood
Aquarium with Head Teacher Mr Fisher to explore, learn and
buy fish for our class aquarium.
This was an exciting and positive learning opportunity for
the boys and they were all impeccably behaved. The staff at
the Aquarium were fantastic at sharing their expertise and
answering a whole array of weird and wonderful questions!

The History of Conflict

When we got back we were able to put the decorations and
plants into the tank together with the first few fish we bought.
It will also allow the boys to learn about responsibility
and discipline as they must maintain the aquarium and
keep up with feeding, temperature checks and cleaning.

Students in KS3 were doing project work on conflicts,
Yr 7 on castles with Yr 8 and Yr 9 looking at the First World
War. Yr 7 have had to research the design and then create an
accurate castle explaining why they chose certain features for
their work. Yr 9 have to plan an exhibition about life on the
Western Front and then create one item that could be put on
display in their exhibition.

Mr Fisher helping students with their quiz

Miss S Davis
Special Needs Teacher

We have had many excellent pieces of work but Louis in 9M
really excelled in thinking creatively as he chose to represent
life in the trenches through creating a cake! It’s not often that
considering the privations of living in the mud and squalor of
Northern France during the World War I makes you hungry!

Louis and his cake.
Not so much Horrible History as
Edible History!

The work is designed to develop learning and selfmanagement skills, as well as problem solving and knowledge
acquisition. Cookery is just an added bonus.
Mrs Loveday-Jones
Head of History

Choosing decorations and plants for the tank
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The end of a successful trip!
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Memorial Garden

Banner

Greenwich Visit

We often talk about St Columba’s being a community or family
where everyone is cherished and valued. This could be seen as
mere words unless you visit the school and feel the atmosphere
or talk to the boys for yourself. Very sadly, over the years, as
every school can experience, we have lost students. Some have
still been attending school and some have only just recently left.

This year’s banner was inspired by Curtis Mayfields’s song
‘Move on Up’ as the words ‘just move on up to a greater day with a little
faith; if you put your mind to it, you can surely do it’.

In June, the History Department took forty eight students
from Yr 8 to the National Maritime Museum in Greenwich
to take part in a study day on the Transatlantic Slave Trade.
The students were asked to curate their own information
on the effects of the trade. Using iPads to gather examples
from the galleries, they looked at original documents and
objects and were challenged to ask questions about what
we can learn from these sources. Overall they evaluated
the impact that the trade had on all those that it touched.
The day challenged us to look at this complex issue in
new way. Students themselves felt that they had learned a lot
and described the session as “fantastic”.

Nevertheless, we value and cherish their memory and have
recently refurbished and upgraded our Memorial Garden.
We have individual stones for each of the students we have
lost in recent years because we remember and value them as
individuals. They have sadly left but we will not forget them.
Mrs Goddard
School Business Manager

I read of a man who stood to
speak at the funeral of a friend.
He referred to the
dates on the tombstone from
the beginning… to the end.

So think about this long and
hard; are there things you’d like
to change? For you never know
how much time is left that still
can be rearranged.

He noted that first came the
date of birth and spoke of the
following date with tears,
but he said what mattered most
of all was the dash between
those years.

To be less quick to anger and
show appreciation more and
love the people in our lives like
we’ve never loved before.

For that dash represents all the
time they spent alive on earth
and now only those
who loved them know what that
little line is worth.
For it matters not, how much
we own, the cars… the house…
the cash. What matters is how
we live and love and how we
spend our dash.

If we treat each other with
respect and more often wear a
smile… remembering that this
special dash might only last a
little while.
So when your eulogy is being
read, with your life’s actions to
rehash, would you be proud of
the things they say about how
you lived your dash?

At the top of the banner there is a path. This is the path
to success which we have been working towards on
our school journey. The city at the very top of the banner
signifies the results of our step by step building blocks to our
learning.
The blue coloured figures at the bottom represent the family
and friends who support us in school and also the friends we
make. The DJ represents confidence and creativity which the
staff at St. Columba’s encourage. The building blocks in the
banner represent the building blocks to our future and to our
achievements.
Students involved in the production of the banner:
Yr 7: Jakub, Jarvis, Luke and Tommy
Yr 8: Solomon, Jeevan,Thomas, Ruairi, Ashley, Finn and Romaro
Yr 9: Toby, Louis, Ektoras, Oscar and Bhaldwin

We in the History Department believe that it is important
to get out and learn about the events that shaped our
world not written in text books. There will be other
opportunities for the students to do this as they progress
through the school.
Mrs Loveday-Jones
Head of History

Mrs Archer
Head of Art

by Linda Ellis

St Vincent’s Retreat
In February, Ms Holbrook and I took a group of Yr 7
students to St Vincent’s in Whitstable for the Southwark
Catholic Youth Services Retreat. We split the students into two
teams, who then took part in a number of team building
games such as Jenga, Pool and Table Football.

Finn
Fred and students deciding what the artefact is....

The next morning saw the boys in their groups working
on the call to discipleship and how they were going to be
leaders. After an intense morning, we realxed at he local
bowling alley where Ms Holbrook excelled herself! We
then enjoyed a walk along the beach getting soaked on the
way. After drying off at the Centre, we had Mass, which
was led by the students. The songs were very modern and
up-tempo and included some sign language songs. Then we
finished the day off with a Quiz Night.

Jakob

Outside the Bowling Alley

It was a very enjoyable three days and was well worth it with
a great bunch of students. I enjoyed it immensely, (although
I could have done with more sleep!) and would like to thank
Ms Holbrook for her help and support on the trip.
Fred Umney
Chaplain

Table Football

Science Club

The beach before the rain

Morning Prayer
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Our first science club was a
great success. In September,
students became detectives!
They were given a briefing
from the lead detective
(myself),
who
informed
them that a robbery had
taken place. Although the
criminal had managed to

escape, they had left traces of
unknown compounds at the
crime scene. Students were
instructed to carry out flame
tests in order to identify these
unknown compounds.

that the unknown traces were
that of ‘Copper’ and ‘Lithium’.
This discovery has helped to
uncover a number of new
leads - our investigation is
ongoing! ....

As a result of their hard
work, we have discovered

Miss Manning-Johnson
Science Teacher
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CHRISTMAS 2018

Careers Conference

Carol Concert

At the start of December
over one hundred Yr 10
and Yr 11 students and
two hundred parents and
carers attended our first
St Columba’s Careers Conference.
After an introduction by Mr
Fisher there were speeches
by four Keynote Speakers:

Christmas Lunches

The new St Columba’s Ensemble making their debut only six weeks after
picking up their instruments for the first time!

Year 7

Year 8

Chaplain Fred and Head Boy Kieran in discussion before
the start of the concert

Ben and Tyler
Jacob (l) and Daniel (r) either side of
Form Tutor Miss Manning-Brown
Year 9
Year 10

Head of RE Mr Shoebridge giving a reading

Raphael, Andrea and Ambrosini

Spotlight on Students - Jacob
In November we launched a “Spotlight
on Students” section in Weekly News to
share students’ achievements with the
school community.
Jacob is already on the way
to developing an acting career and
here we report on two of his recent
engagements.

Year 11

Jacob and Joe

Ashbin, Sam, Georgios and Sope

•Ms Anne-Marie Martin
Founder of Diddi Dance
•Mr Robert Richardson
General Manager of The Grand
Hotel, Folkestone
•Ms Michelle Moore
Former Athlete and Leadership
Consultant
•Mr Bob Clarke
Founder and CEO of the MAMA
Youth Project.
Each of the speakers gave a
talk about their own story
and they were very engaging.
Then, in the Science area,
students had a few minutes
with each of more than
twenty ‘Speed Mentors’ from a
wide range of occupations
including
Accountancy,
Undertaking, Engineering,
the Law, Journalism, the
Civil Service, Architecture
and many others. The
students made the most of
the opportunities with each
mentor and one of them said
afterwards “Every student was
polite, courteous, and showed genuine
interest. They asked challenging
questions and were very grateful for
the opportunity to discuss how they
may join professions, trades, and
organisations.”

Whilst the boys were having
their Speed Mentor sessions
in the science area, the
Parents and Carers were
escorted to the Iona Theatre
to hear talks from the Chair
of Governors, and her sons
Sean and Aiden - former
students who have taken
different paths educationally,
and
professionally. The
parents seminar section of
the evening was as valuable
for parents and carers, as the
Speed Mentoring sessions
were for the students. One
parent commented:
“Hearing the reassurance that
having a child who does not want to
embrace ‘further education’ is ok,
and they can still have a fulfilling and
rewarding, and successful career
going forward was an extremely
important message to take away.”

Fit N Fearless!

Everyone then reconvened
in the Hall to hear from two
former students who had
taken very different paths yet
both extremely successful.
Both boys spoke with
confidence
and
were
able to relate to the
students’ feelings of anxiety
when considering their postGCSE futures.

Hannah Jane Lewis

In December, Tara Proctor from Fit N Fearless came in present a
Wellbeing and Exercise workshop with Yr 11 students. She spoke
about her time as the England football captain and how she
then built up her own business.
She had then designed a high intensity workout which the
students all took part in.
Mrs Brackstone
LRC Manager
Tara explaining to Yr 11 how she started her own business

In January, as part of the
Careers
Education
and
Guidance programme (CEAG)
we arranged for Hannah
Jane Lewis to perform and
talk to students from Yr 7
to Yr 11 in three separate
special assemblies.

She grew up in Surrey then
Lastly, the final speaker for moved to Florida and
High
School
the evening spoke about attended
after
which,
she
completed
where things may be in
the jobs market in 2030. a degree in Musical Theatre
It was an exceptionally at New York University. Hannah
valuable and productive then returned to the UK to
evening and thanks must be pursue a career in music.
combined
two
given to Mr Barry who put She
things
that
she
loved,
the whole evening together.
We’re already looking for- writing in English and
ward to the next conference! singing to become a
singer-songwriter.
Hannah sang a number
of songs and shared her
life story and the lessons
she has learned so far. She
released a song on You
Tube which received little
attention. Undeterred, she
kept releasing songs and
eventually one song got a
great deal of attention and
was played on Radio 1.

One for The Road was a one act play that
featured in a night of Pinter plays at The
Harold Pinter Theatre in London’s West End.
Jacob was the understudy and is pictured
here with Paapa Essiedu in rehearsals in a
studio in Waterloo.
In October Jacob appeared briefly in a flashback
scene in Holby City and really enjoyed seeing
how a television drama was filmed. Here he is
pictured with Marcus Griffiths who plays Surgical
Registrar Xavier ‘Zav’ Duval.

A record deal followed and
she was invited to perform
with a number of other
artists including Rita Ora.

‘Speed Mentors’ being quizzed by students!
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Hannah shared with students
some top tips about realising
their ambitions:
• Work out what you are
good at - everybody is
good at something
• Take time to think
about what would be
your dream career
• Listen to your parents
and teachers
• Work hard - Success is
1% genius and 99%
hard work!

Mr Barry
RE Teacher and CEAG Lead

Iceland Trip
During the October half
term twenty eight students
were accompanied by me
and three other members of
staff to Iceland for a five day
school trip. It was truly one
of the most memorable trips
that I have ever been on.
Our first day in Iceland was
occupied by visiting the
capital city, Reykjavik.The city
clearly provides evidence of
the Iceland’s Viking heritage
and this was prevalent in
buildings that could be seen
around the capital. We visited
the popular Hallgrímskirkja
Cathedral which is striking
in its appearance as it was
completely
manufactured
from concrete.

Golden Circle Tour and the
Southern Island Tour. These
tours
included
visiting
geysers, dormant volcanoes
and hot springs. It was an
opportunity for our students
to relish the natural beauty
that Iceland has to offer. I
am sure all the boys greatly
enjoyed the trip itself; the
experience of being away
from home for the first time
together with the opportunity
to travel internationally, was
also a fantastic way to develop
character.

The Jack Petchey Achievement Award Scheme

Ski Trip

Sir Jack Petchey CBE says, “The Achievement Awards are
primarily about recognising those who put in the effort and do their best”.
The belief is that young people who work hard and make a
positive impact on their community should be rewarded.

In February we returned from
another successful Ski Trip.
Once again we went to Spiazzi
di Gromo in Northern Italy, a
perfect small resort for
schools.We took students with
a range of skiing abilities,
all of which improved
immensely during the week.

I nominated Bailey in 9F because of his attitude to learning
in RE. He has always maintained an excellent attitude and
mindset. He is a model student who has exceeded his target
in his assessments and was also the RE Department Student of
the Month in December 2018.

Championship. Greens and
Purples turned out to be
victorious.
The behaviour and attitude
of the students was, as
expected, exemplary and
they helped to make it a very
successful trip.

In the evenings, we had
our
traditional
team
competitions with Table
Tennis, Quiz Night, Charades,
Ice Skating and Sledging
and the inaugural Uno

I’d like to take this
opportunity to thank Messrs
Andreoli, Creighton and
Virgo for their support on the
trip as well as Mrs Carrano,
Mrs Egan and Mrs Goddard
for their continued help and
support behind the scenes.
Mr Martin
Assistant Head Teacher

Bailey decided that his award of £250 given to the
department should go towards the Yr 9 and Yr 10 students’
trip to Catford and Bromley United Synagogue.
Bailey 9F

I would like to take this
opportunity to thanks Mrs
Natali, Mrs Kallend and Mr
Davies for accompanying me
on this trip and making it
such a memorable experience
for the students.

The rest of our time was
filled by undertaking the

In good skiing conditions
the boys perfected their snow
ploughs, parallel turns and
epic falls!

Mr Olowofoyeku
RE Teacher
William 10X

Mr Bhana
Head of Science
Final day preparations at the foot of the slope

I nominated William for his Jack Petchey Achievement Award as
he has achieved his higher target through a focus on
organisation and planning. By doing so William has ensured
that the quality and quantity of his classwork and homework
has improved and that the time spent on revising for
assessments is utilised efficiently.
William was one of twenty five students who attended a
series of workshops at Canterbury Christ Church University
in March organised by the university and the Faraday Institute.
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R
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Mr Shoebridge
Head of RE

The Blue Lagoon
- not
as tropical as the
name
suggests!

Speak Out!
The Speak Out Challenge is
a programme run by Speakers
Trust and funded by the Jack
Petchey Foundation. They believe
that everybody should have
the skills, confidence and
desire to speak in public,
and are dedicated to helping
people of all ages and levels
achieve this.

The Kerid Crater, an extinct volc

ano

Silver Ties
The new Silver Tie is
intended to be a highly
visible demonstration that
the student wearing it is
achieving Attitude to Learning
(A2L) grades of 1 or 2 in
all of their subjects. It is a
slightly more achievable
award for our students than
the Red Star, which remains
the ‘Gold Standard’, and
hopefully will encourage
further improvement in
A2L. It mirrors the Gold
Tie awarded to students in

Beginners group at the top of their slope

Yr 11 and shows that the
student is on target to achieve
at least his predicted grades
in his final GCSE exams.

Mr McGonnell presenting a
Silver Tie to Uly

The key to success at GCSEs is
realising that effort needs to
be made and sustained across
both Yr 10 and Yr 11 and not
just for the final terms before
taking the exams. We were
delighted to be able to award
seventy students with the
first batch of Silver Ties.
Well done boys!
Mr McGonnell
Assistant Head Teacher

Almost all of the seventy Yr 10
students with their Silver Ties

In
February, we
had
Trainer Mr Gaskell lead a
workshop for some Yr 10
students, equipping them
with new skills. The day
included some teaching,
games
and
speaking
in front of their peers.
Ms Ransome
English Teacher
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Ice Skating in the evening

Trainer Mr Gaskell working with
Yr 10 students
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Inaugural Science Fair
For the first time this year, the
Science Department hosted
a Science Fair for our KS3
students. In all my years at
St Columba’s, I have never
experienced such dedication,
passion and enthusiasm from
our students. The idea of the
Science Fair was that it will
be a great way for students to
showcase their work.
The fair was divided into
two rounds where students
had to identify what their
project would be and
what
their
hypothesis
was and then indicate
their method to prove their
hypothesis. At that point,
the level of interest among
all KS3 students was very
high; but to be fair, it rose

significantly when it was
announced that the first prize
per year group was a £100
Amazon voucher!
The competition was divided
into Year groups and I can
confirm that selecting the
finalists to appear at the
evening
was
extremely
difficult, their work was
phenomenally good. Finally,
twenty
eight
groups
were selected with a
total number of fifty five
students competing; an
unexpected
but
very
gratifying number.
In any form of competition,
there will always be
winners. The person that
comes second is sadly
often not remembered but my
message to our students is

that on this occasion,
participation was the most
important aspect of this
event. Students, showed
dedication, independence,
enthusiasm, passion and
respect for each other’s work.
All these attributes form part
of a theme that is very strong
in our school namely having
a growth mind-set.

• Yr 9
Arjen and Say
How To Keep Your Apples Fresh

Having said that, the judges,
after lengthy deliberations
awarded first place and the
coveted Red Rosette to:

Everyone I spoke to was very
complementary of the boys
and their achievements. It
was an amazing evening
and I hope it will become a
regular event on our school
calendar.

• Yr 7
Harvey, Jeremy and Tommy
Does Your Chewing Gum Lose
It’s Flavour?

Lastly, I would like to thank
our parents for firstly putting
up with their sons demands
over the last two weeks and
then coming along to view
their work and that of the
other competitors.

OfSTED ParentView Survey
OfSTED visited us once again in January and as they do with
each inspection, they asked for parental responses to their
online anonymised survey. We were delighted that there
were firstly such a number of respondents – unusually high
according to OfSTED – and that they were so positive about
the school. Partnership really works!
1. My Child is happy at this school

Strongly agree 69%
Agree 29%
Disagree 5%
Don’t know 1%

Ashton, Joe and Miguel. Lemon volcano ?

2. My child feels safe at this school

Strongly agree 56%
Agree 38%
Disagree 4%
Don’t know 2%
3. My child makes good progress at this school

Strongly agree 43%
Agree 48%
Disagree 6%
Strongly disagree 1%
Don’t know 3%

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

• Yr 8
Joshua, Mart, Harjen, Tomi
The Chladni Plate and Sound

4. My child is well looked after at this school

Oscar and Sathusan experimenting on a willing guinea-pig!

Strongly agree 60%
Agree 33%
Disagree 4%
Don’t know 3%
5. My child is taught well at this school

Strongly agree 43%
Agree 51%
Disagree 1%
Strongly disagree 1%
Don’t know 4%
6. My child receives appropriate homework for their age

Strongly agree 40%
Agree 50%
Disagree 7%
Strongly disagree 1%
Don’t know 3%
7. This school makes sure its pupils are well behaved

Mr Fisher with Mr Bhana introducing the evening

This is Oobleck?
Louis and Bailey’s project

Strongly agree 62%
Agree 31%
Disagree 5%
Strongly disagree 1%
Don’t know 1%

Yr 7 Winners

8. This school deals effectively with bullying

Strongly agree 47%
Agree 33%
Disagree 5%
Strongly disagree 2%
Don’t know 13%
9. This school is well led and managed

Judges reviewing Darren’s project

The Science Area full of fascinated parents!

Strongly agree 69%
Agree 29%
Disagree 2%
Don’t know 1%

Yr 8 Winners

10. This school responds well to any concerns I raise

Strongly agree 50%
Agree 33%
Disagree 5%
Strongly disagree 3%
Don’t know 9%
11. I receive valuable information from the school about my child’s progress

Strongly agree 63%
Agree 31%
Disagree 4%
Strongly disagree 1%
Don’t know 1%
12. Would you recommend this school to another parent?

Isaac, Ashley and Luca explaining DNA extraction
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Chibuzor and Harry explaining the Fizz

Yes 93%
No 7%

Yr 9 Winners
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Bexley Athletics Champions!

Feeder Schools Sport

KS3 Inter-House Handball

Spotlight on Students 2 - Ty

Students from Yr 7 and Yr 8 competed in the Bexley Athletics
Championships in July, held at Erith Stadium. In glorious sunny
weather, the boys’ behaviour and performances were
exemplary. Provisional results show that the Yr 7 students
came second of all the Bexley schools, so very well done!

We are very privileged to work closely with our feeder
schools and in February we hosted a Yr 4 and Yr 5 Basketball
competition with five primary schools taking part. This was
the second event of the ‘St Columba’s Primary Sports Partnership’. We
were thrilled to work with over sixty pupils from St Fidelis,
St Joseph’s, St Thomas More, Royal Park and Uplands.

The boys in KS3 competed in the Form Handball Inter-House
tournament in May. Over 160 students took part in the
competition over the course of three days.

In July, I was fortunate
enough to to represent Bexley
in the London Youth Games
this year, in the Javelin. This
was an event that I’d done at
various events for my
club, Dartford Harriers.

After a thrilling competition, Royal Park won the Yr 4
competition with St Joseph’s taking the Yr 5 crown. One
of the benefits is that we are able to involve our Yr 9 Sports
Ambassadors in running the event. Ryan, George, Alzario and
Michael all gave of their time to work with younger pupils.

In the Yr 7 competition, More battled through tough
opposition to take the crown. In Yr 8 and Yr 9, Xavier displayed
dominant performances to win the competition in their
respective year groups.
Mr Virgo
Head of PE

We have Handball, Football, Basketball and Athletics events
organised for the future!

Damari & Tom
Yr 7 MORE
Back - Victor, Khani, Olaitan, Kelvin, Jaden, Emeka Front - Thomas, Prince, Remiel

When I arrived at Crystal
Palace the scale of the event
was overwhelming. There
were thousands of people
there, not just athletes,
but
coaches,
helpers,
family and even a TV
crew! There were some
famous Team GB athletes
there encouraging us. Adam
Gemili, Bianca Williams and
Perry Shakes-Drayton all took
time out for selfies.
After a short warm up, I went
over to the track and took
part in the first event, the
javelin. This didn’t go to
plan, and I couldn’t put a
decent
throw
together.
Hugely disappointed, I told
the team manager, who said
not to worry.

The event started at 3pm, and
I was to run the first leg, I got
into the starting position and
as the gun went off, I ran like
I never had before. I passed
the baton over and watched
my team mate tear off down
the back straight. I waited for
the track to clear and went
back over to the finish line,
where I was blown away by
the fact that we had won!
We had to get up and be
presented with our gold
medals. We also got a
limited edition Gold Medal
Winners Top from Nike. This
was an amazing experience,
and hopefully I’ll get to come
back next year and do it all
again!
Ty
Form 8M

Ty and the 100m Relay team on the medal podium
Ty and his Nike Gold Medal winners top

Yr 9 XAVIER
Back - Jude, Jalees, Elijah, Destiny Front - Mazell , Jamie, Michael

Finn & Jarvis

He was aware that I had run
some pretty good times for
the 100m this year, and he
wanted me to be the fourth
man for the relay team.

Sports Day
In July we held our annual Sports Day. In glorious sunshine,
students competed inter-form fantastically and in great
sporting fashion. At the end of the field events held in the
morning, Fisher struck up an early lead with Yr 7 and Yr 8
providing excellent point scores for their forms.
There was a massive shift of points after the break when
the track events kicked off with the sprints. Going into the
final race of the day (the 4x100m relay) Kolbe held a very
narrow lead from More in the overall score standings with
some impressive performances from the Yr 9 team.
With all results in, counted and double counted, More came
out victorious with a 2 point margin.
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Students vs.....

.....Staff Tug of War

Tommy from Yr 10 helping Jay in Yr 7
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Open Evening Survey Results 2019
Parents’
Evenings
were
held for every year group
during the Spring term and
attendance was, as ever, very
high. The bar charts below
show the attendance at each
of the evenings. We do believe
that education is a three-way
partnership between the
parents or carers, the student
and the school and we are
delighted that so many
families are committed to the
success of our students.

Overall as you can see,
parents and carers views
At every evening, we give of St Columba’s remain
parents a sheet where exceptionally positive which
the teachers are located is obviously very heartening,
and on the reverse is a However, there are occasional
simple
questionnaire issues that do need to be
based on the OfSTED addressed and we always try
questionnaire (see page 11) to resolve them completely.
designed to let us know Good communication tends
how well, or otherwise, to address and clear up any
we are doing. We do invite misunderstandings or issues
comments and try to respond quite speedily.
promptly where names are
given.
This year we received more
comments about the food

offered in the canteen and
changes are being put in
place responding to those.
We have also had a number
of comments on the
organisation of the Parents’
Evening themselves and we
have implemented changes
to try and improve parents’
experience. We are not
complacent and welcome
your views. If you have
an issue that needs to be
resolved, do get in contact
with us. We do listen and
try to respond as quickly as
possible.

7: The school helps my child
to have a healthy lifestyle

8: The school makes sure that my
child is well prepared for the
future (eg changing year group or school,

9: The school meets my
child’s particular needs

and for children finishing school, entering
further education or employment)

6.3%

0.5%

1.4%

42.8%

49.5%

47.4%

1.4%

51.7%

1.8%

46.2%

1.4%

50.7%

Attendance at Parents’ Evenings

Key

96%

Strongly Agree

93%

92%
89%

Agree

91%
10: The school deals effectively
with unacceptable behaviour

Disagree

Year 7

Strongly Disagree

Year 8

Year 9

Year 10

2: The school keeps my
child safe

57.6%

1.3%

40.2%

1.3%

0.9%

53.1%

40.2%

2.3%

2.7%

56.3%

46.1%

49.8%

0.9%

45.7%

0.9%

1.4%

54.1%

43.6%
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0.9%

6: The school helps me to
support my child’s learning
60.2%

4.5%

0.5%

0.9%

2.3 %

50.2%

39.2%

56.1%

55.3%

41.1%

40.5%

0.9%
5: The teaching is good
at this school

0.9%

0.5%

13: Overall, I am happy
with my child’s experience
at this school

4: My child is making enough
progress at this school

3.8%

3: The school informs me
about my child’s progress
47.0%

0.9%

12: The school is led and
managed effectively

Year 11
4.1%

1: My child enjoys school

11: The school takes account of
my suggestions and concerns

0.9%

47.5%

38.0%

Some of the many additional
comments from our parents and
I am so pleased with this school. Both
carers at the Open Evenings
of my children attend and love the
Morals, behaviour and general wellbeing
school.They are nurtured, supported and
of children is exceptional
encouraged to do the best they can.
Excellent Parents’ Evening - very pleased
with levels and comments
I would like to thank the school for all
the support you have given my son. He’s
not just a number to the school but a
student who the school has invested in.

My son is always pushed and challenged
to do better and encouraged to not only
develop his academic skills but also his
inter-personal skills as well.
Thank you for your welcome and support
for my two sons this term

The food offered at the school is not
always healthy.

At Parents’ Evening, when the sessions
over-run, it causes students who are
waiting to miss their own appointments

Was very hard to get appointments this
year, not sure if there is another way for
appointments to be booked?

Very happy with everything.
Communication via email could be better
but that is my only gripe and it’s minor.
We love the school!
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Key Stage 4 Prizegiving

History Trip: Tower of London
In June, on the wettest day of
the year, students from Yr 7
and Yr 10 (along with some
heroic staff!) ventured out
to visit the Tower of London.
The aim of the day was how
to look beyond the surface
for clues about the past, left
by people just getting on
with life! The students wore
historian’s gloves to handle
artefacts left by people
passing through London
hundreds of years ago.
We found that it was not just
the Kings and Queens who
enjoyed a drink, as a medieval
pottery beer jug was
examined. We also imagined
the disappointed soul who
had dropped a silver coin
worth a month’s wages,
during the reign of Charles II.

The students examined and
presented their findings, each
of them bringing a forgotten
character back to life.
The students, without a
word of complaint about
the rain, then took a tour of
the castle. We saw the cells
where Catholic prisoners
had carved their messages of
hope and faith on the walls
and we discovered that some
prisoners enjoyed high status
hospitality, rather than the
dingy dungeons of popular
imagination.

Jakub, Luke, Jarvis,Thomas, Ruari and Max,
award winners in Art

Mr McGonnell introducing the evening

Oscar with Mum & Dad after the Presentation

Taliesin, O’Shea and Aidan working with Yr 7 students

We were all grateful at the
end to be able to leave the
past behind and travel back to
our dry 21st century houses!
Mrs Loveday-Jones
Head of History

Aidan presenting his team’s findings

Students and Mr Sullivan
wading into the Tower of London

Leonardo, Samuel and Harvey conferring
before the start

Thomas receiving the Head Teacher’s award for Yr 8

Head Teacher’s Award winners Emmanuel and Sean
flank Mr Fisher

Prom Night!

Volcanoes!!

In July we had our Yr 11 Leavers Prom. As usual it was a
great evening for the staff and students who attended from
St Columba’s and also St Catherine’s. All the students were
beautifully turned out and it was at times, quite an emotional
evening!
Computer Science winners
Raphael and Auryn (standing),
Edward,Ektoras and Thomas (seated)

Thomas and Mum at the end of the evening

Right2Read and Super 6
Students pointing to their favourite volcano

Our Yr 9 Geographers
have been studying plate
tectonics and were tasked
with creating some volcano
models during the Autumn
half term. As you can see the
end products were nothing
short of fantastic!

We have made a push on
reading and literacy across
the whole school over the
past two years and will
continue to do so. Every
student as part of their basic

A huge well done to all
boys who managed to
make a successful model.
Special mention to Clayton
who managed to make a
brilliant creation - out of cake!
Mr Creighton
Geography Teacher
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Fortune

Technology Award winners Samuel and George (standing) Music Award winners Charlie, David, Mart and Cameron
Harvey, Leonardo and Samuel (seated)
(standing) Salem, Bertie and Toby (seated)

Becket Form Tutor winners, Kevin and Freddie

equipment (the Super6) should
have a reading book. This will
be read during Form Time
as part of the ‘Right2Read’
initiative. We want our
students to develop a lifelong love of reading!

Mr Sullivan attempting to emulate
Vasco’s pose
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Brunno receiving the Head
Teacher’s Award for Yr 7

Brunno, Max and Ty winners in Science for Yr 7

Dragons’ Den

Over two evenings, our Yr 8 then Yr 9 teams pitched their ideas
to Dragons from the world of business to try to win a share of
a £1,000 investment. Family and friends supported the event
and made a great audience; many members of staff gave up
their time, but most of all, thanks to the Dragons and our
students for their enthusiasm and hard work.

Careers Education at St Columba’s School aims to build
confidence and encourage aspiration by developing students’
attributes and skills that they will need in the workplace.

The teams who failed to win investment were reminded of a
quote from Nelson Mandela:
“Do not judge me by my success, judge me by how many times
I fell and got back up again”

To encourage our budding entrepreneurs this year
we ran two Dragons’ Den competitions, one for five Yr 8
teams in February and for seven Yr 9 teams in October.
The Tycoon Enterprise Competition is a unique national
competition. It provides an opportunity for students in teams
to experience writing a business plan and pitch.

Earlier in the year, winners of the Dragons’ Den Yr 8 and Yr
9 business teams made their visits to the Shard to the Sage
offfices.
Yr 9 Winners

Yr 9 Teams

9C: Chris,Tarryn, Marlon

Yr 8 Teams

9B:Toby, Kofi, Alfie,William

Kofi,William,Toby

Crazy Cooking (8B)

Elite Bottles (8X)

Horizon (8M)
9M: Joseph, Jayson, Lewis,Tyler
9L: Sean, Andrew, Nathaniel, Cian

Interfusion Sports (8C)

Micheal Oladokun:
Company Owner
Davics Tech

This was an amazing opportunity, it’s not every day you get to
go to the Shard; have a tour of the offices and an interesting
On arrival. the excitement on everyone’s face was clear to see. business meeting. I would also like to take this opportunity to
We had to check in as though we were at an airport. We had to thank Mr Barry and Ms Holbrook for all that they have done
walk through a metal detector and our bags were put through for our Yr 9 business teams.
an X-ray machine.
Not only are you taking part in a nationwide competition,
Sage occupies the 13th and 17th floors. The ascent in the you as a person, develop key life skills.
lift was a very interesting one! As we went up, it felt like
Andrew 9L (Sanctum)
we were flying due to the speed. When the lift stopped our
stomachs kept traveling upwards and it felt more like a
fairground ride than a lift. When we arrived on the 17th floor,
we were warmly welcomed by the Sage reception staff. We
were shown to our meeting room, where refreshments were
waiting for us! The visit included a mentoring for each team
and a tour of the offices.
During the tour, we walked through the spacious offices
where all the employees were hard at work. The whole office
is surrounded by glass and the view was amazing! After the
mentoring meeting and tours, we all regrouped in the meeting room and were offered drinks, sweets and much more.
During our meeting, our mentor Sabby (Managing Director) and
Claire (Head of Training) gave the students advice on how they
could improve their business strategy. Their main message
was; have a plan and stick to it!

“It was a privilege meeting our mentors Sabby and Ben and for them
to give up some of their precious time to give us advice”
Sean 9L

“The trip was amazing! I learnt a lot about Sage.”
Nathaniel 9L

Recharge (8F)
9F: Elijah, Sean, Ben, Charlie

Our Dragons....

Gavin Kendall:
Criminal Defence
Lawyer

Sage started forty years ago when three men had a meeting beside a
sage plant in a pub in Newcastle and it is now a multinational enterprise software company that processes up to $4 trillion dollars a year!

Yr 8 at the foot of the Shard

The Peter Jones Foundation was founded by successful
entrepreneur and star of Dragons’ Den, Peter Jones CBE. He
shares our belief that, with the right mix of support and
opportunity, every young person can achieve great things
and the right to a brighter future.
The competition was announced in assembly four weeks
before Dragons’ Den. Students had to organise a team from their
Form Group, create a business idea, name and logo, each
then developed a business plan which they uploadeded to
www.tycoon.com with a ‘pitch’ video. The teams who won
investment were awarded with a trip to the Shard to visit Sage
Accounting Headquarters, a cheque for £200 to invest and grow
their business.

Winners at the Shard!

Anne-Marie Martin
Director
Diddi Dance

Chris Shine:
Recruitment
Specialist

Emmanuel Grillo: James Kelly:
Director
Former CEO
Business Sales
and Chairman
Recruitment
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Nicola Harley
Director of
Marketing
Morningstar

9X: Jason, Daniel, Charlie, Nikil

Daniel Sharpe
General Manager
Holiday Inn
Bexley

Sabby Gill
Managing Director
Sage UK and Ireland

“Sage at the Shard was sensational! We learnt about how
Sage works and had the opportunity to discuss how
to improve our business” Andrew 9L

The visits to Sage at the Shard were an amazing opportunity
for the boys. It’s not every day you get to go to the Shard; have
a tour of the offices and interesting and informative business
meetings. My thanks go to Ms Holbrook who came along to
help on the trip.
Mr Barry
Careers Lead
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Bloomberg Visit
In May, twenty Yr 9 students were given the chance to visit
Bloomberg headquarters in the City of London. Bloomberg
are a finance and media company that manage stocks and
shares. We took the bus then train into London Cannon Street.
Upon our arrival, we were given special passes to allow us to
pass through security. We then embarked on a wonderful tour
which really gave us some insight as to what is done there. On
the ground floor, we were shown how the floor was designed
to resemble Noah’s Ark - it is made entirely out of wood and
it has a wonderful silver ceiling that reflects light like water.
Next, we used their very own “back pack lifts” which were
made completely out of glass and were very futuristic
and reminded me of a scene from Charlie and the Chocolate
Factory. When we got to the first floor, we were amazed.
The space was not at all what we had imagined it to
be, but was so spacious and the floor had technology
which meant that as you walked, your footsteps were muted,
keeping the sound in the room perfect for working conditions.
The building itself was given a 98.5% by the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method , which is the highest
score ever to be achieved by any major office development.

This is due to inventions such as metal flowers on the
ceiling of every floor that form the main component of a
central cooling system which is almost 100% eco-friendly
since there are no electrical components involved.
We were then given the opportunity to visit the very famous
Bloomberg News report centre where we were able to observe
some of the processes involved in producing the news. Our
trip concluded when we were given a beginner’s course
on coding. We had mentors working with us who were all
so professional and caring - they understood our strengths
and weaknesses and, they knew exactly how to enhance our
coding skills. Thanks to them, we were all given the skills
to design our very own, awesome, computerised, rockpaper-scissors games!
The building is so futuristic and expensive that even the
toilets created awe amongst us. It was honestly all so
fascinating and I really learned a lot.

Bikeability

Body Worlds - Is it Art or is it Science?
Further investigation was
needed therefore on the 19
October, Mrs Natali, Mrs
Johnson and I took our
separate science students
to an exhibition in the city
called Body Worlds. The
exhibition has received
global attention due to the
nature of the exhibits, namely
human bodies. The human
bodies were plasticized by
a polymer based product
which provided our students
with detailed anatomy and
physiological structures. Due
to the special process, the
bodies do not decompose.

I would like to thank Mr Barry and Mrs Sheridan who
organised this truly amazing, inspirational trip and also, the
wonderful mentors and guides at Bloomberg who made our
visit truly memorable.

Going beyond the classroom
to observe the anatomy
of humans enlightens our
students as to how the body
functions, what diseases we
could encounter during our
lifetime, and also the longterm impact of addiction on
our bodies.

In March we had the brilliant ‘Bikeability’ scheme running all
week with the Bexley Bikeability team coming into school
training our students how to use and ride their bikes safely.

The students were fascinated
by the experience and
truly had an awesome day,
although some of them may
have regarded their lunch as
the highlight!

(L to R) Jaden, Connor, Max, Luke, Daniel and Samuel

Mr Bhana
Head of Science

Sean Yr 9
(Some photos taken by Ektoras)

(L to R) Callum, Lewis, Luca, Mekhi and Tomi

Bikeability.... SAS Style!

The group being welcomed by guide Jonathan in Reception

Fortune and William receiving guidance
with their programming
The silver ceiling
with light
reflections playing
on the wood

In May, students from the SAS (St Ambrose Suite) were lucky
enough to take part in a bespoke Bikeability course
delivered by the Road Safety Team from Bexley Borough.
They enjoyed the opportunity to spend the day in the fresh air
learning new skills in the sunshine which the Bikeability team
always seem to bring with them.

The group on a balcony at the
Bloomberg Building
Bloomberg is global
- these are the
airports near their
offices worldwide

A fish tank to put Mr Fisher’s to shame
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The Bloomberg TV studio

Six boys successfully completed and achieved Level 1 and
Obi learnt how to ride a two wheeled bike for the first time.
At the end of the week several boys were able to complete
Level 2 and all the boys became more confident in riding
independently.

Easter End of Term Mass

Miss S Davis
SEND Teacher

At our Easter End of Term Mass we celebrated together as a
community. For the very first time we welcomed Fr Jonathan,
the new Parish Priest at St Thomas More in Bexleyheath to
celebrate Mass with us.
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Student Diversity Programme

D-DAY Remembrance

For two days at the beginning of May, Michael and Dayne
from Yr 10 attended a Student Diversity Programme spearheaded
by Co-operation Ireland and held at Morgan Stanley. It is
an annual programme with the aim of helping selected
students from schools in London, Northern Ireland and the
Republic of Ireland to develop skills required to get a job in
the city. Michael writes: we spent most of the first day at Morgan
Stanley in Canary Wharf taking part in a number of ice-breaker
activities which helped us get to know everybody.

Thursday 6 June 2019 was the 75th Anniversary of the D-Day
landings which were commemorated in Northern France by
Heads of State of the UK, France and the USA.
Less widely trumpeted, but nonetheless sincere, were the
thoughts here in school of staff and students. Head of RE
Mr Shoebridge circulated the Memorial Prayer below for all
form groups to say and these mysterious footprints appeared
across the school.

On the second day, we returned to Morgan Stanley feeling
refreshed and excited to see what was in store for us.
Morgan Stanley workers Simon and Ali gave a presentation on
Project Management (the intricacies of commercial building
construction).

Almighty Creator God,

We were then given a presentation by Alan and Corinna on
how to present yourself in different situations. After our
‘working lunch’, I had the role of the irritable,
temperamental employee while Dayne had the role of the lazy
and uninterested worker. The goal of the presentation was to
show the audience what NOT to do in a meeting situation!
After all the nervousness of the performance, we had the
honour of being given a private tour of Buckingham Palace
and the Royal Mews.

On this 75th anniversary of D-Day, let us remember the fallen heroes
of yesterday, everything we see and everything we cannot see, exists
because of you alone.
Peace comes from You, it all belongs to You. Peace exists for Your
Glory.
History is your story. Our task here today is not to fix the blame for
the past, but to fix the course for the future.
Give to our government and military leaders the wisdom to lead us
with humility, the courage to lead us with integrity, the compassion
to lead us with generosity.
Help us, oh God, to remember that we are human beings, united not
by race or religion or blood, but to our commitment to freedom and
justice for all.
Help us to share, to serve, and to seek the common good of all.
And whenever we face difficult days ahead, may we have a new birth
of clarity in our aims, responsibility in our actions, humility in our
approaches, and civility in our attitudes, even when we differ from
one another.
May all people of good will, today, join together to work for a more
just, a healthier, and a more prosperous world and a peaceful planet.
In Your holy name, we pray. Amen.
Adapted from a prayer by Archbishop Spencer

“What an experience! I went there not
knowing what to expect and I came out
truly amazed. Seeing the trading floor
was something astonishing.
And it’s really opened my eyes to a
whole new world.”
L-R Dayne and Michael

Dayne Yr 10
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Yr 8 Visit to Bloomberg:
In the City Programme

Students meeting the Right Honourable The Lord Mayor of the City of
London, Charles Bowman.

City Giving Day is an annual
initiative run by the Lord
Mayor
for
companies
across London to celebrate
and showcase their charitable
work. Mr
Barry
and
Ms Holbrook took twenty
one students on a school trip
to Bloomberg in London.
Bloomberg is owned by Mike
Bloomberg who is the 11th
richest man in the world,
and was the mayor of New
York for three terms. The
operations of Bloomberg
are finance, economics and
journalism.
One
of
Bloomberg’s goals is to give
information to people to
help them make decisions.
They even have their own
news channel.
We arrived at Bloomberg
at about 1:30pm and were
given badges for security
purposes. Then we were
shown to a meeting room
where some staff told us
about their careers. We were
then taken on a tour around
the Headquarters. Bloomberg
has its own museum on site
as it is an old Roman temple
that was found on the site

We finished the programme with the pleasure of making
new friends, goining some the knowledge from the
experienced businessmen and women we listened to, and
visiting one of the most prestigious buildings in London.
Special thanks go to Mr Barry for making the arrangements to
allow us to attend this once-in-a-lifetime opportunity.

Bloomberg is in the very centre of
the City of London – and Daniel
proved it!

Michael Yr 10
Photos (mostly) by Dayne Yr 10 across the two day programme
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Mike had decided to keep it
where it was and not destroy
or move it.
We then met the Mayor
of the City of London and
around 4pm we said thank
you to all the people who
worked there and who
gave us a great experience.
We then left to get the train
back to Barnehurst for the
bus back to school the same
way we arrived.
Luca Ruberto 8M
“There was a wall of plants that
help people breathe.
How cool is that!?”
Mark

Art and Music Show
The inaugural Art and Music
Show took place on 17 July
in the wonderful setting of
the school’s Gallery space.
The event celebrated the
achievements of a range of
students, with Yr 11 artists
rubbing shoulders with
their younger peers in Yr
10, and all to the exciting,
stimulating sounds of some
fantastic Yr 10 musicians,
ably
accompanied
by
Mr Watson, Head of Music.
It was a real privilege to
witness the great creative
talent that the boys have in
our school community. It was
a great event that showcased
the commitment, resilience
and personal innovation
of our young artists and
musicians. This was the first
of what we hope will now
be a long tradition of such
creative collaborations across
the various artistic disciplines
at St Columba’s.

Artworks represented here are by
Adul, Jonny, Rory, David, Ryan,
Sergio, Tony, Marcus, Connor, Joseph
and Ciaran

Mrs Archer
Head of Art

Amadou

Jeremiah

William
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Yr 11 Prizegiving

Yr 8 Commendations

Yr 7 Commendations

In December we held our Yr 11 Prizegiving Evening. It was
wonderful to see last year’s Yr 11 students return, with their
parents, to celebrate the boys’ achievements in their GCSE
examinations.

Andre

Adrian

Salem

Ashley

The boys were beautifully turned out, wearing their new
attire for their colleges and sixth forms. It was abundantly
clear, just how much their parents are proud of them!
Two inspirational speakers were invited to this event:
Sarah Olowofoyeku and Michael Jordan. These two
remarkable young people shared their stories of the tremendous
achievements they have already accrued at such a young age.
They encouraged the boys to dream big, work hard and make
success a reality.

I have no doubt that our boys will take their guidance to heart
and act upon their wise advice. Our prestigious awards were
presented to a number of wonderful young men:
Odiri Otite Growth Mindset Award
Ladi Ogunmekan Head Boy
William Ndubueze
Canon McCarthy Trophy for Outstanding Year 11 student
Vikesh Chotai and Matthew Miller
William Blake Award for English Literature
Emmanuel Fatoba
John Pheasey Award for Outstanding Sporting Contribution
in all subjects
Ethan McCann Oakwood Trophy for Dedication
and Effort in all subjects
Matthew Miller Outstanding contribution to school life

Cameron

Nathaniel

Yr 8 Group

Yr 9 Commendations

We know that the boys will go on to make this world a
better place. They will always be in our hearts.

Yr 10 Commendations

Once a St Columba’s Boy, always a St Columba’s Boy!

Our two inspiration speakers
Sarah and Michael
Clayton

Sean

Yr 9 Group

Jim with the inaugural Chaplain’s
Award - and the Chaplain!

Ethan - Oakwood Trophy
Emmanuel (with Mr Eldridge) John Pheasey Award

Raphael

Head Teacher Mr Fisher, Michael, Raphael, Jason, Auryn and Yohan
Vikesh and Matthew (with
Mr O’Sullivan) - William Blake Award

WilliamCanon McCarthy Award

Odiri - Growth Mindset Award

Ladi - Head Boy

Yr 11 Leavers’ Tea Party
In June, our Yr 11 students sat their last examination with us,
so we took the opportunity to get them all together for a meal
together and a few farewell speeches.
Nana Kofi

Sean

Silver Ties: Spencer, Harvey-Lee, Charlie, Jake, Roman and Mr Fisher

We all understand how stressful examinations are and you
could see the relief on their faces that the examination season
was over. We had a special cake made for them and provided
a fantastic buffet prepared by our brilliant catering team.

Yr 11 Commendations

James, Eren, David, Elliot & Connor getting stuck in
Kieran

Nathan & James
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Yr 11 Group with Head of Year Mr Sullivan

Head Boy and Head Teacher cutting the cake!

The Yr 11 farewell cake!
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